Special Education Success
Holt Elementary School, Tuscaloosa County, AL

“The New Century program is a great tool for truly individualizing instruction.
Since implementing New Century, I found that our Special Education students
are now more engaged in the classroom. It also enhances the teacher’s ability to
individualize instruction based on the reports that the program provides.
When I first saw the New Century program, I did not like it because I was not
convinced that what would be taught on the computer would transfer to pen
and paper. I am the first to admit that the program has proven me wrong.”
Pam Miller
Special Education Teacher
Holt Elementary School

The New Century Learning System and ARMT Focused Instruction Programs
Rather than simply place students in the curriculum unilaterally at a general grade level, the
New Century Learning System determines a student's specific strengths and weaknesses by
instructional strand before work begins, and constructs an individual program accordingly.
Diagnostic tests, conveniently administered and scored on-line, provide a profile of each student's
abilities by semester grade level in each strand for each curriculum area. Based on this detailed
analysis, the System automatically formulates a customized instructional program that will build on
each student's strengths and address any weaknesses diagnosed.
New Century’s ARMT Focused Instruction programs provide benchmark ARMT tests at each grade
level (3 though 8). The programs automatically and seamlessly translate each student’s test results
into a unique instructional prescription. This comprehensive program of practice/diagnostic ARMT
tests, graphic profiles, detailed objective-level analysis, focused individual lesson paths, and
comparative gains profiles condenses preparation for the ARMT exams into a single integrated
process that is easy for teachers to administer. The program is prescriptive at the tested objective
level.
Continued on Page 2...
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The Results
Holt Elementary School test scores testify to the effectiveness of the New Century program in helping to address the
academic needs of all of their students.
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About New Century Education Foundation
New Century Education Foundation is a not-for-profit dedicated to helping teachers succeed with at-risk, special needs
and adult students. The New Century Learning System improves student achievement through a combination of continuous assessment, individualized instruction, and ease of use for the teacher. The New Century curriculum is correlated to the Alabama Course of Study, and New Century offers Test Focused Instruction programs for the ARMT and
AHSGE, as well as for other states’ proficiency tests. New Century is utilized by public and private schools, community
colleges and adult education programs across the country. For more information about the learning system from New
Century Education, please call 1-866-326-1133 or visit http://www.newcenturyeducation.org
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